THE SPANISH WAR
forward as the first slopes were taken until we came to
the top of the slope leading down into Navalcarnero and
about two miles from the little town.  The road there
makes a double hairpm curve, and at the top of the hill
is a roadmaker's rest house.   I stopped there for two hours
watching the scene.   I had already sent back by car a
long telegram describing the operations, but I knew that
the only important thing was the actual faU of Naval-
carnero itself.   The Reds by their boasting had made
it a redoubt of supreme importance.   Largo Caballero
himself and other Red leaders had visited the triple lines
of trenches, the concrete dugout and machine-gun posi-
tions, and had proclaimed that they were invulnerable.
I knew that once again Monastery's cavalry and an
infantry column were guarding the right wing, while
Major Castejon's vigilant and victorious troops were on
the watch on the left.  Three columns, each about fifteen
hundred strong, were entrusted with the task of silencing
the inachine-guns and rushing the formidable trench
system surrounding the town.  They were Barron on the
left, Asensio in the centre, and Delgado on the right.
These leaders were picked officers, with great records, and
their men were tireless fighters.
At the little house where I stood, there were piles of
newspapers and letters, evidently just arrived from the
field post office.  While the infantry were getting into
position and while the enemy shells were ploughing the
fields on either side, hundreds of yards away, we amused
ourselves reading both newspapers and letters.   Some of
these were very pathetic, not so much because they were
addressed to men probably dead, but because of the
pitiful ignorance of the reasons for the Civil War and
the state of the conflict which they displayed.
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